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Problem of time

ĈH | physi = 0

“timeless”? )

)

background timeless, but not internal timeless

relational quantum dynamics



Many faces of the problem of time

1992 reviews

many independent approaches 
… 
Relational observables 
Deparametrizations 
Page-Wootters (PW) conditional probability interpretation 
…

Kuchar’s 3 arguments against 
viability of PW formalism

multiple choice problem

global time problem

“realistic clocks may run backward”

….. and many more

problem of tim
e

see also Anderson ‘17
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I. Relational Dirac observables

C

gauge orbits

T = ⌧

T

Evolve observable f relative to time function T

gauge-inv. evol. rel. to T 
= 

“scanning with T=const surfaces through 
constraint surface”

What is value of f when clock T reads ⌧?

Ff,T (⌧) = ↵s

CH
· f

���
↵

s

CH
·T=⌧

⇡
1X

n=0

(⌧ � T )n

n!

⇢
f,

CH

{T,CH}

�

n

Dittrich ’04; ‘05

{CH , Ff,T (⌧)} ⇡ 0reparametrization invariant

Quantum dynamics? ) Promote Ff,T (⌧) to operator on Hphys

gauge-invariant extension of gauge-fixed quantity

Rovelli, Dittrich, Ashtekar, Bojowald, Gambini, Giddings, Giesel, Kaminiski, Lewandowski, Marolf, Pullin, 
Thiemann, Chataignier, PH, Husain, Pons, Salisbury, Singh, Sunderymeyer, Tambornino, Tsobanjan, … 



II. Deparametrization
Usually, reduced phase space quantization

Multiple ways, e.g. deparametrize through symmetry reduction relative to chosen clock

TT : (t, pt; qi, pi) 7!
✓
T (t, pt), PT =

CH

{T,CH}

◆
; (Fqi,T (⌧), Fpi,T (⌧))

1. canon. transf. splitting into gauge + gauge-inv. DoFs
C

C

TT

PT = 0

constraint surface CH = 0

Ashtekar, Bodendorfer, Bojowald, Dittrich, Giesel, PH, Husain, 

Kaminski, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Rovelli, Singh, Thiemann, … 



Usually, reduced phase space quantization

Multiple ways, e.g. deparametrize through symmetry reduction relative to chosen clock

T = 0 and solve constraint

Removes redundancy in description of constraint surface by removing  
reference system (i.e. clock) DoFs from among dyn. variables, without loss of info

dFf

d⌧
= {Ff , Htrue}D +

@Htrue

@⌧

TT : (t, pt; qi, pi) 7!
✓
T (t, pt), PT =

CH

{T,CH}

◆
; (Fqi,T (⌧), Fpi,T (⌧))

)

1. canon. transf. splitting into gauge + gauge-inv. DoFs

2. gauge fix to e.g.   PT = 0

Ff(qi,pi)(⌧) := Ff(qi,pi),T (⌧)
��
T=PT=0reduced relational observables

satisfy EoMs on reduced phase space Prest|T

Dynamics from “perspective” of chosen clock 
Prest|T

C

C

TT

PT = 0

constraint surface CH = 0

⇡T=0
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Kaminski, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Rovelli, Singh, Thiemann, … 



Usually, reduced phase space quantization

Multiple ways, e.g. deparametrize through symmetry reduction relative to chosen clock

T = 0 and solve constraint

)

Removes redundancy in description of constraint surface by removing  
reference system (i.e. clock) DoFs from among dyn. variables, without loss of info

dFf

d⌧
= {Ff , Htrue}D +

@Htrue

@⌧

TT : (t, pt; qi, pi) 7!
✓
T (t, pt), PT =

CH

{T,CH}

◆
; (Fqi,T (⌧), Fpi,T (⌧))

)

1. canon. transf. splitting into gauge + gauge-inv. DoFs

2. gauge fix to e.g.   PT = 0

Ff(qi,pi)(⌧) := Ff(qi,pi),T (⌧)
��
T=PT=0reduced relational observables

satisfy EoMs on reduced phase space Prest|T

Dynamics from “perspective” of chosen clock Quantize Prest|T
Prest|T

C

C

TT

PT = 0

constraint surface CH = 0

⇡T=0

II. Deparametrization Ashtekar, Bodendorfer, Bojowald, Dittrich, Giesel, PH, Husain, 

Kaminski, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Rovelli, Singh, Thiemann, … 



III. Page-Wootters formalism Page, Wootters ‘83

ĈH | physi = (ĤC + ĤS) | physi = 0

Extract dynamics from physical states through conditional probabilities

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.

What is probability that f̂S has outcome fS given that clock reads ⌧?

e�itĤC |⌧i = |⌧ + tidefine clock states s.t.

split total system into  
“clock” C and “system” S

Dolby, Gambini, Giovanetti, Lloyd, Maccone, Marletto, Moreva, Pullin, Rossignoli, Smith, Vedral, …



ĈH | physi = (ĤC + ĤS) | physi = 0

Extract dynamics from physical states through conditional probabilities

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.

What is probability that f̂S has outcome fS given that clock reads ⌧?

e�itĤC |⌧i = |⌧ + tidefine clock states s.t.

• conditional state of system when clock reads ⌧

solves relational Schrödinger eq.

split total system into  
“clock” C and “system” S

| S(⌧)i := h⌧ | physi

i@⌧ | S(⌧)i = ĤS | S(⌧)i
evolution of S relative to C

III. Page-Wootters formalism Page, Wootters ‘83

Dolby, Gambini, Giovanetti, Lloyd, Maccone, Marletto, Moreva, Pullin, Rossignoli, Smith, Vedral, …



Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

inner product on Hkin

does not commute with ĈH
) | physi Hphysthrows out of

1. incompatible with constraints

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.

Kuchar ‘92



P (q0 when ⌧ 0|q when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)(|⌧ 0ih⌧ 0|⌦ |q0ihq0|)(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin
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= |�(⌧ � ⌧ 0)�(q � q0)|2
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Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

inner product on Hkin

does not commute with ĈH
) | physi Hphysthrows out of

3. wrong localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems 

(conditioning w.r.t. Minkowski time)

2. wrong propagators for non-relativistic systems

1. incompatible with constraints

sol. to KG eqn
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P (~q when t) = | (~q, t)|2/
Z

d3~q | (~q, t)|2
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Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

inner product on Hkin

does not commute with ĈH
) | physi Hphysthrows out of

3. wrong localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems 

(conditioning w.r.t. Minkowski time)

2. wrong propagators for non-relativistic systems

1. incompatible with constraints

sol. to KG eqn

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.

Kuchar ‘92

P (~q when t) = | (~q, t)|2/
Z

d3~q | (~q, t)|2effectively ended research on PW formalism for a while



Multiple choice problem
• many possible choices for relational clocks ) inequivalent quantum dynamics

Kuchar (1992):
 “The multiple choice problem is one of an embarrassment of riches: out of many
inequivalent options, one does not know which one to select.”

Isham (1993): 
“Can these different quantum theories be seen to be part of an overall scheme that is covariant?… 

It seems most unlikely that a single Hilbert space can be used for all possible 
choices of an internal time function.”

e.g., 2 clocks variables 

vs

What if operators?

T1, T2

T1, T2

T1(T2) T2(T1)

T1 = a, T2 = 'e.g.
in quantum cosmology



“Realistic clocks may run backward”

Unruh & Wald, ‘89

Pauli, ‘58

No perfect clock for bounded Hamiltonians

[T,H] = i

H TFor      bounded, NO self-adjoint      exists s.t.

1)

|T0i, |T1i, |T2i, . . . T0 < T1 < T2 < . . .

n > m
fmn(t) = hTn| exp(�itH)|Tmi

fmn(t) 6= 0

fmn(t) = 0n < m

2) eigenstates with

t > 0

t > 0

i) for some

ii) for all

) “… any realistic clock […] which can run forward in time must have a  
nonvanishing probability to run backward in time.”

Other variables multivalued at given clock reading?



Global problem of time
What to do when clocks non-monotonic?)

multivaluedness of relations between evolving DoFs and clock

closed FRW with massive scalar field PH, Kubalova, Tsobanjan ‘12



3 major canonical approaches 
… 
Relational observables 
Deparametrizations 
Page-Wootters (PW) conditional probability interpretation 
…

Kuchar’s 3 arguments against 
viability of PW formalism

relation?

Update on status of various faces of PoT

multiple choice problem

global time problem

problem of tim
e

“realistic clocks may run backward”



Update on status of various faces of PoT

Kuchar’s 3 arguments against 
viability of PW formalism

multiple choice problem

global time problem

“realistic clocks may run backward”
problem of tim

e

relational observables

Page-Wootters formalism quantum deparametrization

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture

Trinity of relational quantum 
dynamics

Equivalence:

resolved

covariance via clock changes

covariant clock POVMs

“S-matrix” interpretation?

quantum analogs of gauge-fixing  
and gauge-inv. extensions clarified



“Realistic clocks may run backward”

Unruh & Wald, ‘89

Pauli, ‘58

No perfect clock for bounded Hamiltonians

[T,H] = i

H TFor      bounded, NO self-adjoint      exists s.t.

1)

|T0i, |T1i, |T2i, . . . T0 < T1 < T2 < . . .

n > m
fmn(t) = hTn| exp(�itH)|Tmi

fmn(t) 6= 0

fmn(t) = 0n < m

2) eigenstates with

t > 0

t > 0

i) for some

ii) for all

) “… any realistic clock […] which can run forward in time must have a  
nonvanishing probability to run backward in time.”

Other variables multivalued at given clock reading?



“Realistic clocks may run backward”

Unruh & Wald, ‘89

Pauli, ‘58

No perfect clock for bounded Hamiltonians

[T,H] = i

H TFor      bounded, NO self-adjoint      exists s.t.

1)

|T0i, |T1i, |T2i, . . . T0 < T1 < T2 < . . .

n > m
fmn(t) = hTn| exp(�itH)|Tmi

fmn(t) 6= 0

fmn(t) = 0n < m

2) eigenstates with

t > 0

t > 0

i) for some

ii) for all

) “… any realistic clock […] which can run forward in time must have a  
nonvanishing probability to run backward in time.”

Other variables multivalued at given clock reading?

give up idea that observables must be self-adjoint, 
use generalized measurements  

(positive operator-valued measures)



Covariant clock POVMs
ET (�t) =

Z

�t⇢R
ET (dt) � 0, ET (R) = 1

ET (�t+ t) = UC(t)ET (�t)U †
C(t)

Probability measure for clock readings:

covariance w.r.t. clock Hamiltonian ĤC

how?

ET (�t)ET (�t0) 6= 0 �t \�t0 = ;but possible if 

Effect operators run  
monotonically forward

Holevo, Busch, Milburn, Caves, Braunstein, Brunetti,  
Fredenhagen, Loveridge, Smith, PH, Lock,…
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Probability measure for clock readings:

covariance w.r.t. clock Hamiltonian ĤC

|t,�i =
Z

d" e�i"t |",�ihow?

� : degeneracy label for ĤC

ET (�t)ET (�t0) 6= 0 �t \�t0 = ;but possible if 

Effect operators run  
monotonically forward

ET (dt) =
X

�

|t,�iht,�| dt

UC(t
0) |t,�i = |t+ t0,�i)

clock states are 
‘coherent states’ of group 

generated by ĤC

Holevo, Busch, Milburn, Caves, Braunstein, Brunetti,  
Fredenhagen, Loveridge, Smith, PH, Lock,…
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Z
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ET (dt) � 0, ET (R) = 1

ET (�t+ t) = UC(t)ET (�t)U †
C(t)

Probability measure for clock readings:

covariance w.r.t. clock Hamiltonian ĤC

|t,�i =
Z

d" e�i"t |",�i

T̂ (n) =

Z

R
tn ET (dt) [T̂ (n)

, ĤC ] = i n T̂
(n�1)

how?

n-th moment operators satisfy generalization of canon. conjugacy

� : degeneracy label for ĤC
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Covariant clock POVMs
ET (�t) =

Z

�t⇢R
ET (dt) � 0, ET (R) = 1

ET (�t+ t) = UC(t)ET (�t)U †
C(t)

Holevo, Busch, Milburn, Caves, Braunstein, Brunetti,  
Fredenhagen, Loveridge, Smith, PH, Lock,…

Probability measure for clock readings:

covariance w.r.t. clock Hamiltonian ĤC

|t,�i =
Z

d" e�i"t |",�i

T̂ (n) =

Z

R
tn ET (dt) [T̂ (n)

, ĤC ] = i n T̂
(n�1)

how?

n-th moment operators satisfy generalization of canon. conjugacy

� : degeneracy label for ĤC

ET (�t)ET (�t0) 6= 0 �t \�t0 = ;but possible if 

Effect operators run  
monotonically forward

ET (dt) =
X

�

|t,�iht,�| dt

UC(t
0) |t,�i = |t+ t0,�i

clock states are 
‘coherent states’ of group 

generated by ĤC)

Consistent probabilistic interpretation, prize to pay:
typically T̂ (n) not self-adjoint, |ti not orthogonal (perfectly distinguishable) and not eigenstates of T̂ (1)



Conjugate clock + constraint

Classically, given  can rescale constraint, so that conjugate  T CH →
CH

{T, CH}

With covariant clock POVM dual procedure: given  find conjugate moments  of POVM, 

so that  
 

ĈH
̂T(n)

[ ̂T(n), ĈH] = i n ̂T(n−1)

 can do this for wide class of ⇒ ĈH

Dittrich ’04; ’05; Thiemann ‘06



Covariant clock POVM example
ĤC = �p̂

2
tas in relativistic constraints, clock Hamiltonian

clock states split into positive and negative frequency modes

T̂ (1) :=
1

2⇡

X

�=±

Z

R
dt t |t,�iht,�|

= �1

4

�
t̂ p̂�1

t + p̂�1
t t̂

�

|t,�i :=
Z

R
dpt

p
|pt| ✓(�� pt) e

+i t p2
t |pti

ht,�|t0,�i 6= �(t� t0)Non-orthogonal

1st moment of POVM

coincides with symmetric quantization of T = � t

2 pt
(which satisfies classically {T,HC} = 1)

UC(t
0) |t,�i = |t+ t0,�ibut covariant

(not self-adjoint)

PH, Smith, Lock 2007.00580 
(see also Braunstein, Caves, Milburn ’96)



The trinity of relational quantum dynamics

Dirac quantization: 
relational observables

Page and Wootters’ 
conditional state formulation

Quantum symmetry reduction 
-> quantum deparametrization

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

+ 2007.00580



CH = HC +HS

clock system

Restriction for now

As in Page-Wootters formalism, no interaction between clock and evolving DoFs

HC continuous spectrum  generates group  (clock monotonic)                ⇒ G ≃ ℝ

• Vacuum Bianchi models 
• FRW + m=0 scalar field 
• Relativistic particle 
• Many non-relativistic models 
• …

HS arbitrary



I. Quantize relational Dirac observables

C

gauge orbits

T = ⌧

T
Dittrich ’04, ‘05

Classically, choose time function  s.t. T {T, HC} = 1

locally always possible

What is value of fS when clock T reads ⌧?

FfS ,T (⌧) ⇡
1X

n=0

(⌧ � T )n

n!

⇢
fS ,

CH

{T,CH}

�

n

=
1X

n=0

(⌧ � T )n

n!
{fS , HS}n

Now quantize    need quantization of     covariant POVMFfS,T(τ) ⇒ Tn ⇒



ĈH | physi = (ĤC + ĤS) | physi = 0

‘clock-neutral’ states

[F̂fS ,T , ĈH ] = 0gauge-inv., strong Dirac observables

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 
+ 2007.00580 

[+ related work Chataignier 2006.05526]

coherent group averaging  
or G-twirl

F̂fS ,T (⌧) :=

Z
ET (dt)⌦

X

n=0

i
n

n!
(t� ⌧)n

⇥
f̂S , ĤS

⇤
n

=
X

�

Z
dt e

�iĈH t
⇣
|⌧,�ih⌧,�|⌦ f̂S

⌘
e
iĈH t

‘projector’ onto clock time ⌧

What is value of f̂S when clock reads ⌧?

I. Quantum relational Dirac observables

(+ other nice algebraic properties…)



Dirac quantization: 
relational observables

Page and Wootters’ 
conditional state formulation

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture

Quantum symmetry reduction 
-> quantum deparametrization

The trinity of relational quantum dynamics
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

+ 2007.00580



II. Recall classical parametrization

T = 0 and solve constraint

dFf

d⌧
= {Ff , Htrue}D +

@Htrue

@⌧

TT : (t, pt; qi, pi) 7!
✓
T (t, pt), PT =

CH

{T,CH}

◆
; (Fqi,T (⌧), Fpi,T (⌧))

)

1. canon. transf. splitting into gauge + gauge-inv. DoFs

2. gauge fix to e.g.   PT = 0

Ff(qi,pi)(⌧) := Ff(qi,pi),T (⌧)
��
T=PT=0reduced relational observables

satisfy EoMs on reduced phase space Prest|T

Prest|T

C

Dynamics from “perspective” of chosen clock 

C

TT

PT = 0

constraint surface CH = 0

⇡T=0



II. Quantum deparametrization

| physi 2 Hphys

TT =

Z
ET (dt)⌦ eit(ĤS+")

X

�

|",�iC ⌦ | �
Si

PH, Vanrietvelde 1810.04153 
PH 1811.00611 

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 
+ 2007.00580

TT

Quantum analog of symmetry reduction relative to clock C

1. Transformation splitting DoFs into gauge + Dirac obs. across (kin.) tensor factorization

TT T̂
(n) ⌦ IS T �1

T
= T̂

(n) ⌦ IS , TT ĈH T �1
T

⇡ (ĤC � ")⌦ IS

TT F̂fS ,T (⌧) T �1
T ⇡ IC ⌦ f̂S(⌧)

conjugate

“disentangler”

Gauge:

Dirac observables: Heisenberg operator



II. Quantum deparametrization

| physi 2 Hphys

TT =

Z
ET (dt)⌦ eit(ĤS+")

X

�

|",�iC ⌦ | �
Si

h⌧,�|

PH, Vanrietvelde 1810.04153 
PH 1811.00611 

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 
+ 2007.00580

TT

Quantum analog of symmetry reduction relative to clock C

1. Transformation splitting DoFs into gauge + Dirac obs. across (kin.) tensor factorization

TT T̂
(n) ⌦ IS T �1

T
= T̂

(n) ⌦ IS , TT ĈH T �1
T

⇡ (ĤC � ")⌦ IS

TT F̂fS ,T (⌧) T �1
T ⇡ IC ⌦ f̂S(⌧)

conjugate

2. Condition on classical gauge (as in PW), get reduced Hilbert space            for only S

“disentangler”

Gauge:

Dirac observables: Heisenberg operator

HS,�
h⌧,�|⌦ IS

| �
Si 2 HS,�



II. Quantum deparametrization

| physi 2 Hphys

TT =

Z
ET (dt)⌦ eit(ĤS+")

X

�

|",�iC ⌦ | �
Si

h⌧,�|

yields relational Heisenberg picture relative to clock C

PH, Vanrietvelde 1810.04153 
PH 1811.00611 

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 
+ 2007.00580

TT

Quantum analog of symmetry reduction relative to clock C

1. Transformation splitting DoFs into gauge + Dirac obs. across (kin.) tensor factorization

TT T̂
(n) ⌦ IS T �1

T
= T̂

(n) ⌦ IS , TT ĈH T �1
T

⇡ (ĤC � ")⌦ IS

TT F̂fS ,T (⌧) T �1
T ⇡ IC ⌦ f̂S(⌧)

conjugate

2. Condition on classical gauge (as in PW), get reduced Hilbert space            for only S

“disentangler”

Gauge:

Dirac observables: Heisenberg operator

HS,�
h⌧,�|⌦ IS

R�
dep(⌧) := e�i"⌧ (h⌧,�|⌦ IS) TTdeparametrization map (isometry)

R�
dep(⌧

0) F̂fS ,T (⌧)R�
dep(⌧

0)�1 = f̂S(⌧)
| �

Si 2 HS,�



Overview: classical vs. quantum symmetry reduction
Classical structures Quantum analogs

Kinematical phase space Kinematical Hilbert space

Constraint surface Physical Hilbert space

Gauge fixed reduced phase space(s) (rel. to clock C)  Reduced Hilbert space(s) (rel. to clock C)

Canon. transf. splitting gauge + gauge-inv. DoFs Trivialization (“disentangler”)

Gauge fixing clock function Conditioning on clock (POVM) states

Gauge-fixed observables Relational Heisenberg operators

Pkin Hkin

C Hphys

PS,� HS,�

TT TT
T = ⌧ 0 h⌧ 0,�|⌦ IS

FfS (⌧) = fS(⌧) f̂S(⌧)

Gauge-invariant extension of gauge-fixed quantity Quantum analog

✓� FfS ,T (⌧) R�
dep(⌧

0)�1 f̂S(⌧)R�
dep(⌧

0) ⇡ ⇧� F̂fS ,T (⌧)

Projector onto -sector of σ HC



Dirac vs. reduced quantization
Pkin Hkin

C Hphys

PS,� HS,�

R�
dep(⌧) := e�i"⌧ (h⌧,�|⌦ IS) TTR�

dep(⌧) := ⇡T=⌧ � TT

CH = 0 ⇧phys

Dirac quantization

reduced quantization

Does diagram  
commute?
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PS,� HS,�

R�
dep(⌧) := e�i"⌧ (h⌧,�|⌦ IS) TTR�

dep(⌧) := ⇡T=⌧ � TT

CH = 0 ⇧phys

Dirac quantization

reduced quantization

Does diagram  
commute?

in some cases, but not in general
PH, Vanrietvelde 1810.04153 

PH 1811.00611 
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 

+ 2007.00580

“Constraining and quantizing  
don’t commute”

[Ashtekar, Horowitz, Kuchar, Kunstatter, Loll,  
Schleich, Romano, Tate, Giesel, Thiemann, Singh,  
Li, Husain, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Dittrich, PH,  

Nelson, Koslowski,…]



Dirac vs. reduced quantization
Pkin Hkin

C Hphys

PS,� HS,�

R�
dep(⌧) := e�i"⌧ (h⌧,�|⌦ IS) TTR�

dep(⌧) := ⇡T=⌧ � TT

CH = 0 ⇧phys

Dirac quantization

reduced quantization

Does diagram  
commute?

in some cases, but not in general
PH, Vanrietvelde 1810.04153 

PH 1811.00611 
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 

+ 2007.00580

“Symmetry reduction and quantization  
don’t commute”

[Ashtekar, Horowitz, Kuchar, Kunstatter, Loll,  
Schleich, Romano, Tate, Giesel, Thiemann, Singh,  
Li, Husain, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Dittrich, PH,  

Nelson, Koslowski,…]



Dirac quantization: 
relational observables

Page and Wootters’ 
conditional state formulation

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture

Quantum symmetry reduction 
     quantum deparametrization

The trinity of relational quantum dynamics
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

+ 2007.00580



Dirac quantization: 
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conditional state formulation

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture

Quantum symmetry reduction 
-> quantum deparametrization

The trinity of relational quantum dynamics
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

+ 2007.00580



III. Page-Wootters formalism
Recall: conditional state of system when clock reads ⌧

solves relational Schrödinger eq.

| S(⌧)i := h⌧ | physi

i@⌧ | S(⌧)i = ĤS | S(⌧)i

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 
+ 2007.00580
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 Taking degeneracy -sectors into account,  
define Page-Wootters reduction map (isometry)
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III. Page-Wootters formalism
Recall: conditional state of system when clock reads ⌧

solves relational Schrödinger eq.

| S(⌧)i := h⌧ | physi

i@⌧ | S(⌧)i = ĤS | S(⌧)i

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033; 
+ 2007.00580

 Taking degeneracy -sectors into account,  
define Page-Wootters reduction map (isometry)
⇒ σ R�

PW(⌧) := h⌧,�|⌦ IS

R�
PW(⌧) ⇡ (IC ⌦ US(⌧))R�

dep(⌧)find weak unitary equivalence of reductions

R�
PW(⌧) F̂fS ,T (⌧)R�

PW(⌧)�1 = f̂SRelational observables reduce  
to Schrödinger operators

yields relational Schrödinger picture relative to clock C

| physi 2 Hphys

h⌧,�|⌦ IS

| �
S(⌧)i 2 HS,�get reduced Hilbert space            for only SHS,�



The trinity of relational quantum dynamics

Dirac quantization: 
relational observables

Page and Wootters’ 
conditional state formulation

Quantum symmetry reduction 
-> quantum deparametrization

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

+ 2007.00580

R�
dep(⌧)R�

PW(⌧)

US(⌧)

Equivalence

Sometimes equivalent to  
reduced quantization



Generalization of the trinity

de la Hamette, Galley, PH, Loveridge, Müller, Smith,  to appear

Structures and equivalences can be extended to quantum reference systems for  
arbitrary locally compact Lie groups



Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

inner product on Hkin

does not commute with ĈH
) | physi Hphysthrows out of

1. incompatible with constraints

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.
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Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

inner product on Hkin

does not commute with ĈH
) | physi Hphysthrows out of

1. incompatible with constraints

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin
.

Corollary from trinity (non-degenerate case): PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

h phys| F̂fS ,T (⌧) | physiphys = h S(⌧)|f̂S | S(⌧)i

P (fS when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |fSihfS |)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ IS)| physikin

=
h phys| F̂|fSihfS |,T (⌧) | physiphys

h phys| physiphys

manifestly gauge-inv. `gauge-fixed’

Conditional probabilities are manifestly gauge-invariant 
 provide relational observables with conditional  

probability interpretation
⇒

on Hphys on HS



Upshot

Page-Wootters formalism is (quantum analog of) gauge-fixed formulation of  
manifestly gauge-invariant relational dynamics on physical Hilbert space



P (q0 when ⌧ 0|q when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)(|⌧ 0ih⌧ 0|⌦ |q0ihq0|)(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

= |�(⌧ � ⌧ 0)�(q � q0)|2

2. wrong propagators for non-relativistic systems

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism



P (q0 when ⌧ 0|q when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)(|⌧ 0ih⌧ 0|⌦ |q0ihq0|)(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

= |�(⌧ � ⌧ 0)�(q � q0)|2

2. wrong propagators for non-relativistic systems

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

Given equivalence with relational Dirac observables, correct two-time conditioning for two observables  isA, B

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

P (B = b when ⌧ 0|A = a when ⌧) :=
h phys|F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧) · F̂⇧B=b,T (⌧

0) · F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧) | physiphys
h phys|F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧)| physiphys

=
h S(⌧)|⇧A=a U

†
S(⌧

0 � ⌧)⇧B=b US(⌧ 0 � ⌧)⇧A=a | S(⌧)i
h S(⌧)|⇧A=a | S(⌧)i

.

projectors on Hphys cond. probab. on

Hphys

HS

Correct transition probability in Schrödinger picture



P (q0 when ⌧ 0|q when ⌧) =
h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)(|⌧ 0ih⌧ 0|⌦ |q0ihq0|)(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

h phys|(|⌧ih⌧ |⌦ |qihq|)| physikin

= |�(⌧ � ⌧ 0)�(q � q0)|2

2. wrong propagators for non-relativistic systems

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 

P (B = b when ⌧ 0|A = a when ⌧) :=
h phys|F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧) · F̂⇧B=b,T (⌧

0) · F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧) | physiphys
h phys|F̂⇧A=a,T (⌧)| physiphys

=
h S(⌧)|⇧A=a U

†
S(⌧

0 � ⌧)⇧B=b US(⌧ 0 � ⌧)⇧A=a | S(⌧)i
h S(⌧)|⇧A=a | S(⌧)i

.

projectors on Hphys cond. probab. on

Hphys

HS

= |hq0|US(⌧
0 � ⌧) |qi|2

Given equivalence with relational Dirac observables, correct two-time conditioning for two observables  isA, B

Non-rel. particle: 
      &  

outcomes  and 
A = B = ̂q

b = q′� a = q



Previous proposals for getting transition probabilities 

ideal clock 
additional ancilla DoFs for each  
sequential measurement 
modified Hamiltonian constraint

combination of PW & Dirac observables  
(but not equivalence) 
integrate out clock readings  
relational Dirac observable as new clock 
approximate recovery of propagators 
decoherence leads to modifications

τ



3. wrong localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems 

(conditioning w.r.t. Minkowski time)
sol. to KG eqn

P (~q when t) = | (~q, t)|2/
Z

d3~q | (~q, t)|2

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism
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(conditioning w.r.t. Minkowski time)
sol. to KG eqn

P (~q when t) = | (~q, t)|2/
Z

d3~q | (~q, t)|2

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

Newton-Wigner localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems (separate  modes)±
conditioning instead w.r.t. covariant clock POVM:

P (~q when ⌧,�) = | �
S(⌧, ~q)|2

sol. to Schrödinger eqn, Newton-Wigner 
wave function⇠ t/pt

PH, Smith, Lock 2007.00580 

approximate, but best possible localization notion  
in relativistic particle dynamics
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3. wrong localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems 

(conditioning w.r.t. Minkowski time)
sol. to KG eqn

P (~q when t) = | (~q, t)|2/
Z

d3~q | (~q, t)|2

Resolving Kuchar’s 3 criticisms against PW formalism

Newton-Wigner localization probability for Klein-Gordon systems (separate  modes)±
conditioning instead w.r.t. covariant clock POVM:

P (~q when ⌧,�) = | �
S(⌧, ~q)|2

sol. to Schrödinger eqn, Newton-Wigner 
wave function⇠ t/pt

( �
phys, 

�
phys)KG ⌘

Z
d~q | �

S(⌧, ~q)|2

PH, Smith, Lock 2007.00580 

h �
phys| �

physiphys =

approximate, but best possible localization notion  
in relativistic particle dynamics

Why care? 
Thanks to trinity, same localization issues & interpretation apply to relational observales 

�



Quantum clock covariance
basic idea:                   is not a ‘timeless’, but clock-neutral state, i.e. description of physics prior to having chosen 

temporal reference system relative to which dynamics of remaining DoFs is described
| physi

Why possible?

 symmetry/constraint induced redundancy in description of  ⇒ Hphys

 many different ways in describing same invariant ⇒ | physi

 associate with different clocks choices⇒

 reduction maps (removing redundancy) relative to different clock choices  
as “quantum coordinate maps” into “clock perspective”

⇒



Quantum clock changes

ĈH = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + ĤS

clock 1 clock 2

clock-neutral

“perspective” of clock  C2“perspective” of clock  C1

PH, Vanrietvelde, arxiv:1810.04153 
PH, arXiv:1811.00611 
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 + 2007.00580

E.g. suppose

⇤C1!C2 = R�2(⌧2) �R�1(⌧1)
�1

ÔC1S|C2
:= ⇤C1!C2 ÔC2S|C1

⇤C2!C1

| �2

C1S|C2
i = ⇤C1!C2 | 

�1

C2S|C1
i

“quantum coordinate transformations” 
(frequency-sector-wise), schematic: 

State transf.

Observable transf.

Always describe same physics, but  
relative to different perspectives



Temporal frame dependence of physics
“quantum relativity” of comparing readings of and synchronizing different quantum clocks

PH, Vanrietvelde, arxiv:1810.04153 
PH, Smith, Lock 2007.00580

Temporally local time evolution relative to one clock may appear as superposition of time  
evolutions relative to another

PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 
Castro-Ruiz et al 1908.10165

Indirect clock self-reference effects
PH, Smith, Lock 1912.00033 + 2007.00580

Singularity resolution in cosmology may depend on the clock
Gielen, Menendez-Pidal 2005.05357

Dependence of inflationary dynamics (and cosmological correlations?) on clock
Giesel, Li, Singh 2007.06597

followed different procedure 
 embed in clock  

             change framework?
⇒



Perspective-neutral approach to quantum frame 
covariance  

Not special to temporal quantum reference systems, can  
be done for spatial quantum reference frames as well

Covariance of QRF perspectives can be extended to arbitrary locally compact Lie groups

de la Hamette, Galley, PH, Loveridge, Müller, Smith,  to appear

Vanrietvelde, PH, Giacomini, Castro-Ruiz,1809.00556 
Vanrietvelde, PH, Giacomini,1809.05093 

[see also related work (without constraints) by 

Giacomini, Castro-Ruiz, Brukner 1712.07207; 


de la Hamette, Galley 2004.14292] 



TA!B = 'B � '�1

A

'A

'B

HA

description of physics relative

to the perspective of quantum

reference system A
(reduced Hilbert space)

HB

description of physics relative

to the perspective of quantum

reference system B

(reduced Hilbert space)

Hphys

perspective-neutral physical

Hilbert space

(of Dirac quantization)

Always: QRF perspective changes as  
‘quantum coordinate changes’

quantum symmetry reduction maps



New perspective on “wave function of the universe”

Proposal: wave function of the universe as  

• perspective-neutral quantum state of universe 

 global description prior to choice of QRF 

• Link between all internal QRF perspectives on the universe

⇒

Ĥ(N) | physi = 0 , Ĥa( ~M) | physi = 0

plenty of redundancy here

PH 1811.00611

(see also PH 1706.06882 


+ 1412.8323)

Proposal to render “wave function of the universe” compatible with Carlo’s “Relational Quantum Mechanics”
Rovelli quant-ph/9609002



Relational dynamics with periodic clocks
Ahmadi, Chataignier, PH, Lock, Smith, to appear 

⌧ = '

q

q1

q2

q3

T (s) = �C(s) + 2⇡ n

classically, resolve multivaluedness of relational observables by unravelling clock

winding number

Example: configuration space dynamics of  
free particle and harm. oscillator

{FfS ,T (⌧), CH} ⇡ 0FfS ,T (⌧)

can construct single-valued relational Dirac observables

runs over ℝ
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Qualitative difference betwen classical and quantum relational 
dynamics
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Ahmadi, Chataignier, PH, Lock, Smith, to appear 

⌧ = '

q

q1

q2

q3

T (s) = �C(s) + 2⇡ n

classically, resolve multivaluedness of relational observables by unravelling clock

winding number

{FfS ,T (⌧), CH} ⇡ 0FfS ,T (⌧)

can construct single-valued relational Dirac observables

runs over ℝ

can quantize, but NOT a Dirac observable

F̂fS ,T (⌧) [F̂fS ,T (⌧), ĈH ] 6⇡ 0 why?

quantum spreads: different  
clock cycles may interfere

winding numbers not defined in full quantum theory

But  must be state-dependent Dirac observables, must become Dirac observables in semicl. regimêFfS,T(τ)

h sem.cl.|[F̂fS ,T (⌧), ĈH ]| sem.cl.i = 0 + o(~2) [see also Rovelli ’90; Bojowald, PH, Tsobanjan ’11; Wendell, Martinez, Bojowald ’20]

Qualitative difference betwen classical and quantum relational 
dynamics



Global time problem and “S-matrix interpretation” of relational dynamics

Non-trivial interplay of quantum and classical relational dynamics  
in semiclassical regime of non-global clocks consistent with earlier findings

PH, Kubalova, Tsobanjan ’12 
Dittrich, PH, Nelson, Koslowski ‘16

x1

x2

1

10

S(⌧2, O2; ⌧1, O1) := h⌧2, O2|⇧phys |⌧1, O1i

in any case: in absence of relational observables defined in full QT,  
still have transition amplitudes

 semi-integrable models prevent existence of semiclassical  
limit in standard quantization

⇒

 polymer quantization saves winding numbers in QT,  
can it come to the rescue for periodic clocks as well? 

“adapt quantization to observables”

⇒

Interpret dynamics of full QG theory rather in terms of transition amplitudes?

Dittrich, PH, Nelson, Koslowski ‘16

kinematical observables



Conclusion: some updates on status of various faces of PoT

Kuchar’s 3 arguments against 
viability of PW formalism

multiple choice problem

global time problem

“realistic clocks may run backward”
problem of tim

e

relational observables

Page-Wootters formalism quantum deparametrization

relational Schrödinger picture relational Heisenberg picture

clock-neutral picture

Trinity of relational quantum 
dynamics

Equivalence:

resolved

covariance via clock changes

covariant clock POVMs

“S-matrix” interpretation?

quantum analogs of gauge-fixing  
and gauge-inv. extensions clarified


